Dietzel's Forces Meet Tonight In Annual Spring Game Clash

By JAY BENDEE Staff Writer

The USC tennis team is playing today in the second day of the NCAA tennis tournament.

The team has been invited to the championships, where they will compete against other top teams.

Carolina In Tournaments: McClain Is Optimistic

By CHARLES KEFFER Staff Writer

The USC tennis team is playing today in the second day of the NCAA tennis tournament.

The team has been invited to the championships, where they will compete against other top teams.

Sailings' Not As Easy As It Seems

Tried. That's your physical condition for spending a day at practice with the USC sailing team. At least it's sailing, that is, it's a tremendous test of physical skill, agility, and balance.

The USC sailing team makes its way to Lake Murray at least once every week to practice for meet- ings with other schools. The four boats, which are owned by USC, are kept at the lake, where they are used for practice, training, and races.

The first, consisting of three programs for racing and one for transportation, is carefully assembled and ready for action.

Don And, team captain, in- structs members on what to concentrate their efforts on that day. He also points out the dangers for the season:

The experienced sailors are left to choose their own course of navigation, but the new sailors are advised not to stray too far from the dock for their own safety.

The highly talented sailors are able to combine maneuver- ability and weight compensation to meet almost any change in sailing conditions, without any visible effort. Experts are frequent but they do not use the sails, and at the speeds the boats often achieve they can be pleasant experiences.

Time is very important in the speed and efficiency of a run. A sail with some time to steep weight and wind in the sail.

The new sailors may be expected to perform well in their first races, but they are still learning the ropes and are not expected to be competitive with the veterans.

Several key terms of sailing are explained by the coach, who is accompanied by the experienced sailors and the new sailors.

The wind is a key factor in sailing, and the sailors must be prepared for sudden changes in wind direction and strength.

The storms are expected to last for about a week, and the sailors will be out on the water during this time.

The last day of the sailing season is expected to be the most challenging, with strong winds and rough seas. The sailors will be back on campus by 5 p.m.

The USC sailing team has compiled an impressive record in recent years, and the team is looking forward to another successful season.